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 boom boom boom ... Boom boom boom ...  

Godeus ran quickly. Other than the changes on his body, his blazing fire ethereal force was also 

activated. 

At first glance, it looked as if godeus's huge body was on fire! 

He was like a lava giant that dominated the fire. Every movement he made seemed to contain the 

terrifying power of a volcano eruption! 

Just as everyone had said, the Titan bloodline's special ability had given godeus an additional 'pseudo 

realm' on top of his nine flames God-refining realm! 

In other words, a normal person at the peak of God-Ascension would be able to refine their God with 

nine flames. But right now, the power that goodus was using was equivalent to refining their God with 

ten flames! 

Goodes was one level higher than the average person in the 'pseudo realm', so he was naturally 

invincible under the earth immortal realm! 

"BOOM!" 

Less than five meters away, godeus suddenly launched a heavy punch! 

The blazing fire ethereal force wrapped around a huge fist the size of a basketball! 

It was like a meteorite with 6000000 combat power, crashing into Chen Xiaobei's face! 

If this punch hit an ordinary nine fire god-refining cultivator, it would instantly destroy the other's 

protective Zhen Yuan! Even if the other party didn't die, he would definitely be severely injured! 

However, to everyone's disbelief, Chen Xiaobei did not take out any magical treasure or gather any 

protective true Yuan against this terrifying punch! 

One had to know that the physical strength of the nine flames God-refining stage was usually 5.5 

million! Without the protection of true energy, his head would be blown off in an instant! 

All of a sudden, except for Luo puti, Xiangyu, and a few others, everyone else was dumbfounded! 

Even if they had 100 million brains, they would not be able to understand why Chen Xiaobei did not 

condense his body-protection ethereal force. This was simply courting death! Seeking death! 

"Little bastard! Why are you not defending? Don't tell me you've been scared silly by my powerful 

strength?" 

Godeus was extremely proud, and he said in a domineering tone, " "I'm not targeting you! Anyone 

below the earth level deity is trash in front of me, goodus! Die in peace! I will love your woman for you! 

Hahaha ..." 
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"Heh, against a piece of trash like you, is there a need to defend?" 

Chen Xiaobei's expression did not change as he watched the terrifying fist approach him. He said, " "Ling 

jiuxiao!" 

"Swish!" 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei disappeared from the spot! 

"Oh my God!" 

Godeus used all his strength to punch the air. His body staggered and he fell to the ground like a hungry 

dog pouncing on feces! 

"What's the matter? How ... How did that Childe Chen get behind godeus in an instant?" 

"Teleportation! This was the legendary teleportation! Although the distance was not far, the speed was 

heaven-defying! It's absolutely invulnerable!" 

"How did young master Chen do it? Teleportation! This is too scary!" 

The surrounding extreme Emperor sect disciples all cried out in shock. 

"It's bloodline! The bloodline of a true dragon!" 

Huang Tianba was quite knowledgeable. He squinted his eyes and studied Chen Xiaobei's feet, which 

were covered in purple-gold dragon scales. 

That's right! 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei could teleport was because he had used the witch dragon's bloodline! 

The effect of the penetrate the nine Heavens was to teleport within a short distance! 

"I really didn't expect this!" Huang Tianba couldn't help but exclaim. Young master Chen was actually a 

descendant of the Dragon race! In terms of bloodline level alone, the true dragon bloodline could 

surpass the Titan bloodline by a hundred thousand miles! I'm so silly! If I knew this would happen, I 

would've stood on the same side as young master Chen even if it killed me ..." 

Obviously, the more powerful Chen Xiaobei was, the more Huang Tianba regretted it! 

Losing a friend like Chen Xiaobei would be the most regretful thing in his life. 

"Seventh young master! Seventh young master, are you alright ..." 

A few Titan soldiers quickly ran over, trying to help Goode, who had fallen flat on his face. 

"Get lost! This young master doesn't need you bunch of trash to help me!" 

Godeus's face was completely lost. He roared in anger, " "The one surnamed Chen! Do you think that 

you can defeat me with these little tricks? You're too childish!" 

"I still have a three-star earth-god instrument! The attack range can cover the entire square. With your 

teleportation distance, you can't escape from my palm at all!" 



"Clang" 

As soon as he finished speaking, goodus pulled out a two-meter-long sword. 

"Little bastard! If you kneel down now, kowtow to this young master, and offer your woman to me with 

both hands, this young master may spare your lowly life!" Godeus held his blade with both hands and 

laughed proudly. 

Seeing this, the surrounding people became nervous. 

"Godeus is really angry! He's going to kill Childe Chen with a three-star earth-god instrument!" 

 Childe Chen can teleport, but the distance is very short. He can't get out of the attack range of the 

earth-god instrument!  

"It seems that young master Chen is still destined to lose! Against giant soldier Mountain, who has a 

strong foundation, it's still hard to escape death!" 

…… 

It wasn't just the disciples of the extreme Emperor sect, even Gao Xiaolan was nervous. She cursed, " 

"Godeus! You shameless thing! He said he wouldn't use any talismans! You actually cheated!" 

Hearing that, godeus laughed shamelessly, " "Ha, childish! This was a battle! It was not a sports meet! 

Who said we can't cheat?" 

 you ...  Gao Xiaolan was so angry that her face turned red and her fists were clenched. If she could 

defeat goodus, she would have rushed out with her sword. 

"Xiaolan, don't be angry! As the saying goes, a shameless person is invincible!" 

Chen Xiaobei said, "  there's no point in scolding such a shameless b * tch. Only fists can teach him how 

to be a human!  

"Hmph! You reckless little bastard! You're about to lose your life, yet you're still in the mood to act 

tough!" Godeus's expression was ferocious as he threatened, "  I'll give you three seconds. If you don't 

kneel down and apologize, you can go to hell!  

Goode held his saber with both hands. He was like a Raging Bull, ready to charge at Chen Xiaobei at any 

moment. 

Chen Xiaobei, on the other hand, was calm and said, " You need 100 million low-grade spiritual stones to 

activate the special ability of a three-star earth-god instrument, right? " 

"Hmph!" Godeus sneered. Do you think I'd care about a mere hundred million low-grade spirit stones?" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " Of course you don't care about the low-grade spiritual stones, but you 

should at least put the spiritual energy into the earth-god instrument, right? " 

 this ...  godeus was taken aback. He quickly waved his hand and took out 100 million low-grade spiritual 

stones. 

"Ling jiuxiao!" 



In the next moment, Chen Xiaobei had teleported in front of Goode. 

"Super! A sure-kill technique! I'm the only Supreme in all directions, super invincible absolute kick!" 
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"Chi ..." 

Chen Xiaobei used his penetrate the nine Heavens to get close to Goode the moment he threw out the 

spiritual stones! 

Chen Xiaobei bent his right leg backward, pushing his strength to the limit! 

At the same time, the fourth Transformation of the witch Dragon nine transformations, eight 

desolations, was activated! 

Combined with Chen Xiaobei's hidden ultimate technique,'exterminating kick'! 

Hence, the ultimate killing technique, " the Supreme in all directions, the ultimate invincible absolute 

kick " appeared! 

"Bang!" 

Chen Xiaobei did not show any mercy and kicked him! 

His right leg was like a mountain-crushing Thunderbolt, erupting with terrifying power and speed! 

Before anyone could even react, the kick landed on godeus's crotch! 

Chen Xiaobei did not usually use this move! 

However, as long as it was used, the enemy would never have the chance to turn the tables! 

"Owuuu! Oh oh oh ..." 

 

"Bang!" 

After rolling a few times in the air, Goodes fell heavily to the ground. 

His face was as white as a sheet of paper, and the veins on his forehead were bulging. He clutched his 

crotch with both hands and rolled on the ground in pain. 

He couldn't even get up, let alone continue fighting. 

The outcome of the battle was decided in an instant. Chen Xiaobei did not use any magical equipment 

and easily crushed godeus! 

"Hiss ..." 

Gasps of shock could be heard from everyone around them. 

The few Titan soldiers immediately trembled violently. They clamped their legs together and swallowed 

their saliva. 
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All the members of the extreme Emperor sect, including Huang Tianba, felt a chill run down their spines 

and broke out in cold sweat. 

Xiangyu, six-eared macaque, and Tian Peng all knew about Chen Xiaobei's ultimate move and were 

prepared for it. However, when Chen Xiaobei's kick landed on them, the three of them could not help 

but clench their legs. 

Luo puti blushed. To avoid the awkwardness, she asked, " Xiaobei, how do you know that there's no 

spiritual Qi in goodus 'earth-god instrument? " 

"I guessed it!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, " this guy is a typical rich second generation! He was used to being 

domineering, and everyone had to give in to him! He doesn't need to fight at all, so he won't charge his 

earth-god instrument with spiritual energy!" 

"I see!" Luo puti smiled and praised, " "Xiaobei, you're so smart!" 

"Handsome! He's so, so, so handsome!" 

On the side, Gao Xiaolan immediately cheered, " "Young master Chen! That kick of yours was simply too 

explosive! It was too satisfying! That blockhead's crotch was covered in blood, and he would no longer 

have any descendants! He deserves it for having ideas about sister Luo!" 

"Xiaolan has hit the nail on the head!" 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, " "He offended me, so maybe I can tolerate it! But if he 

wants to cheat on me, then I'm sorry! I'll make him join the eunuch team and completely cut off his 

thoughts about women!" 

"Handsome! Young master Chen is so handsome!" 

Gao Xiaolan was extremely excited.  "Young master Chen! Can I be your disciple? I want to learn your 

sure-kill technique!" 

"Why did you learn it? With my second senior brother protecting you, you don't need to use this move 

at all!" Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

Gao Xiaolan squinted her eyes and waved her little fist, saying, " "I learned this move to deal with the 

canopy great tree! If he dares to think about other women in the future, I'll kick him to death and make 

him join the eunuch team!" 

"Hiss ..." 

Tian Peng took in a cold breath and quickly covered his crotch, " "Xiaobei! We are Good Brothers! You 

can't trick me!" 

Luo puti suddenly interrupted, " "Not good! The Titan soldiers have rescued goodus!" 

As soon as he said that, everyone's eyes turned to him. 



A few Titan soldiers were carrying a bloodied goodus and running for their lives. They had already run 

far away. 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "He's just a cripple, so what if he ran?" 

"What should we do now? To leave this planet?" Xiangyu asked. 

Obviously, behind godeus was the most powerful force in the entire Western District of the earthly 

calamity star, giant soldier Mountain! 

With Goode joining the eunuch team, it was impossible for giant soldier Mountain to not take revenge! 

Because of this, in Xiangyu's opinion, leaving the Imperial planet might be the best choice! 

"No! We're not leaving!" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "I still have to go back to the Imperial City to investigate the identity 

of the reincarnated earth immortal! If he's an enemy, I'll find a way to capture him! If he's one of us, 

then take him with you!" 

"I understand ..." 

Xiangyu nodded, but then he said worriedly, " "But the problem is that there must be spies from giant 

soldier Mountain in the main city. I'm afraid that they'll arrive soon after we return!" 

Other than Chen Xiaobei and Tian Peng, Luo puti, Xiangyu, six-eared macaque, and Gao Xiaolan were all 

very weak! 

If giant soldier Mountain took revenge on them, the four of them would definitely be a burden and 

might even end up in a dead end! 

Xiangyu did not say it out loud, but that was what he was worried about! 

Chen Xiaobei understood what Xiangyu meant. He shrugged and said, " "Don't worry! I have a way to 

ensure everyone's safety!" 

"In that case, let's set off!" Xiangyu had absolute trust in Chen Xiaobei. If Chen Xiaobei said that he had a 

way, he would be able to put his heart at ease. 

 Childe Chen ... Childe Chen ...  seeing that everyone was about to leave, Huang Tianba chased after 

them. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not even look at Huang Tianba. He just flew away with his people on his 

sword. 

There was no doubt that someone as disloyal as Huang Tianba would never be Chen Xiaobei's friend! 

"Sigh ... I'm so stupid!" Huang Tianba was extremely regretful. 

……………… 

Yellow spring Capital city. 

Chen Xiaobei and Tian Peng put on new masks and walked into the city. 



Luo puti, Xiangyu, six-eared macaque, and Gao Xiaolan had all disappeared. But in fact, they had all 

entered the city with Chen Xiaobei. 

That's right! 

The four of them had entered Chen Xiaobei's Meru space! 

Only Chen Xiaobei and Tian Peng knew about the existence of the Meru space. It was absolutely safe! 

Now, the six of them had become two people. Chen Xiaobei and Tian Peng had changed their masks! 

Even if the entire city was filled with spies from giant soldier Mountain, no one would be able to 

recognize Chen Xiaobei and Tian Peng! 

"Xiaobei! Where are we going to find that reincarnated earth immortal?" Tian Peng lowered his voice 

and asked. 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and pointed at a brothel by the road.  "We'll look for it here!" 

 happy red yard??? " 

Tian Peng swallowed his saliva and laughed, " "Xiaobei! You're still the bad one! Send Xiaolan and miss 

Luo into the Meru space, and we can do whatever we want! Hehehe ..." 
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"Do whatever you want, your head!" 

Chen Xiaobei rolled his eyes at Tian Peng and said, " "We're here on official business! You'd better not 

have any crooked thoughts, or else we'll definitely teach 'exterminate the family seduction kick' to 

Xiaolan!" 

"Don't!" 

Tian Peng was sweating,"I was just joking!" Don't teach her, or I'll join the eunuch team sooner or later!" 

"If you don't want me to teach her, then you better behave!" Chen Xiaobei said. Cheer up and help me 

find that reincarnated earth immortal as soon as possible!" 

"Understood!" Tian Peng calmed himself down and urged,"let's go in!" I can't wait!" 

 you just can't wait to see beautiful girls, right? " Chen Xiaobei regretted not keeping the canopy into the 

Meru space. 

…… 

After entering happy red yard, the situation inside was exactly the same as the brothels in the TV series. 

A large number of prostitutes dressed provocatively and flirtatiously tried their best to earn spirit stones 

from the pockets of the passing merchants. 

 what the f * ck ... This face ... These breasts ... These long legs ...  Tian Peng was all smiles. It was as if he 

had arrived in heaven. He even felt like he was walking on air. 
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Chen Xiaobei rubbed his forehead helplessly.  "I should've known that this fellow wouldn't be of any 

help ..." 

[ three realms illustrations ] notification: Reincarnated earth Immortals appeared within a hundred 

meters! Only by looking at the other party for ten seconds can the other party's identity be confirmed! 

"There's another hint!" 

Chen Xiaobei carefully observed his surroundings. 

When he passed by this place in the morning, Chen Xiaobei had received the same notification. 

This meant that the earth immortal reincarnated from a Yin ghost was in this happy red yard. 

"Aiyoyo ... My two grandpas! Please come in!" 

At that moment, a middle-aged woman with heavy makeup came up to them with a smile. 

Obviously, this woman was not a young lady who received customers, but a nanny who ran a whole 

business. 

"We're not going in." Said Chen Xiaobei, shaking his head. 

Tian Peng immediately panicked,"don't!" Since you're already here, how can you not go in?" 

"Do you want to listen to me or you?" Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said in a threatening tone. 

"Uh ... I'll listen to you! I'll listen to you!" Tian Peng swallowed his saliva and admitted defeat. 

Tian Peng could only listen to Chen Xiaobei's arrangement because he did not want Chen Xiaobei to 

teach his technique to Gao Xiaolan! 

Hearing this, Mama sang frowned and said unhappily, " "This is a brothel! It was not a Park! If you don't 

want to go in and spend, then don't stand here and hinder my business!" 

"Wang Mama! I've only just arrived, and I've already heard you shooing people away? This isn't like 

you!" 

At this moment, a few luxuriously dressed young masters swaggered in. 

The person who spoke was at the very front. He looked to be around 27 or 28 years old, and his clothes 

were extremely gorgeous. He was fat and had an arrogant and haughty look on his face, as if he was the 

boss of the world and didn't put anyone in his eyes. 

"Aiyaya! Isn't this young master quios?" 

The Mulberry mother instantly cried out in shock. As if she had been injected with chicken blood, she 

excitedly went up to greet him, " "Young master quios! You're finally here! All the ladies and I have 

missed you so much!" 

The big fatty quios squinted his eyes and laughed."You guys are thinking about my spirit stones, right?" 

"Hahaha! Young master quios, you're still as straightforward as ever!" 



Wang Mama grinned and flattered,"Who in the earthly calamity starry sea doesn't know that you, young 

master quos, are the sixth young master of the sea god merchant Association? You may be lacking in 

everything but spirit stones! In our eyes, you're the God of Fortune!" 

Quios laughed smugly and said arrogantly, " "Call the most beautiful girls over! Today, I, the God of 

Fortune, will definitely give you all a good distribution of your wealth!" 

"Aiyaya! This is great!" 

Wang mama's eyes were shining with excitement, and she shouted,"Girls! Young master quios is here! 

Hurry up and receive the guests!" 

A stone that caused a thousand ripples! With Wang mama's shout, the whole happy red yard became 

restless! 

Almost all the ladies who could receive guests rushed out! They surrounded quios and the group of 

young masters! They were so passionate that they were on fire! 

There was no doubt that in their eyes, they really regarded quos as the God of Fortune! 

"Xiaobei! We've been treated like air!" 

Tian Peng's mouth twitched, he was quite unhappy, "  we don't lack spirit stones. Why is that fatty the 

god of wealth and we're being ignored ...  

"It doesn't matter! I'm not interested in these women. It's better if they ignore me. It'll save me a lot of 

trouble!" 

Chen Xiaobei said seriously, "  let's take this opportunity to find the reincarnated earth immortal and 

confirm her identity before we take action!  

After that, Chen Xiaobei narrowed his eyes and studied everyone in the room. 

 it's been more than ten seconds ... Why is there no reaction from the Three Realms illustrations? "  

there's no way!  Chen Xiaobei frowned.  there must be someone who's not out yet!  

"Wang Mama!" 

At this moment, quios complained in disappointment, " "I haven't been here in a long time. Why are 

there still the same people here? Not even a new face? How am I supposed to be interested?" 

"A new face?" 

Wang mama's expression froze, and she quickly said,"There are! Of course! A few days ago, I got a top-

class beauty, but I haven't trained her well. She doesn't know the rules, and I'm afraid she'll offend the 

guests!" 

"Top quality beauty?" 

Quios 'eyes lit up and he said,"call her out!" Beauties had special privileges no matter where they were! 

Even if she doesn't know the rules, I won't blame her!" 



"Alright! With young master quios's words, I will call the person out now!" Mother Wang nodded and 

left. 

When she passed by Chen Xiaobei and Tian Peng, she stopped and said, " "You two poor bastards! What 

are you still standing there for? Hurry up and get lost! Don't get in the way of my business!" 

"Pauper?" Chen Xiaobei was annoyed. 

Chen Xiaobei could accept being treated like air! But Chen Xiaobei could not stand being called a 

pauper! 

He had 10.86 million upper spiritual stones in his pocket! Even in the earth-god Realm, Chen Xiaobei 

could be considered rich! 

At this moment, he was actually being called a pauper! How could Chen Xiaobei endure this? 

He simply couldn't bear it! Did you! 

"Stick up your dog ears and listen carefully!" 

 I'll buy the beauty you were talking about!  Chen Xiaobei said. Let her accompany me tonight! You can 

name your price!" 

"You? Why don't you take a piss and look at the mirror ... Oh my God!" Mother Wang hadn't even 

finished speaking when she was completely stunned! 

Chen Xiaobei took out three superior-grade spiritual stones, weighed them in his hand and said, " "Just 

me! Do you have any objections?" 

 No... No objections ...  mother Wang swallowed her saliva, her eyes almost spewing out flames of 

greed. 
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After all, a business like a brothel didn't have much capital to begin with. 

A customer would only spend 20000 to 30000 low-grade spiritual stones at most for a lady to 

accompany them for an entire night. 

Chen Xiaobei took out three high-grade spiritual stones, which were equivalent to 300 million low-grade 

spiritual stones. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei could have 10000 girls, and he could have as much fun as he wanted. 

But Chen Xiaobei did not want 10000 people. He only wanted one person! 

It was not hard to imagine how excited the woman was at that moment! 

"Look at you! Who did you just call poor?" Tian Peng squinted and laughed. 

Mama-san was obviously speaking to people with no moral integrity. She immediately nodded and 

bowed, her face full of smiles."I'm poor! I am! My whole family is poor!" 
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Tian Peng grinned, " "Let's go! Take us to see the best beauty!" 

 this ...  the Mulberry mother was stunned. 

At this moment, quios and the group of young masters had already walked over. He said disdainfully, " 

"Where did this country bumpkin come from? first come, first served, do you understand?" 

Tian Peng's mouth twitched and he said in disdain,"are you blind or stupid?" My brother and I have been 

standing here for half a day, and you're telling me first come first serve?" 

Quios laughed disdainfully.  heh, insignificant people like you are nothing in my eyes. I didn't even see 

you standing here!  

"Who are you calling an ant!" Tian Peng was instantly unhappy. 

"You two! Two! We're all important guests, don't let such a small matter hurt our relationship!" Mama 

sang quickly tried to persuade him. 

Quios snorted coldly and said indifferently, " "Good! Even if the two of them came in first, I was the one 

who asked the lady boss to bring out the beauty first!" 

 this ...  Tian Peng was stunned and speechless. 

Seeing this, the group of young masters around them all laughed."You have nothing to say, right? First 

come, first served! This was the rule of doing business! You two jokers! Get lost!" 

"Right! It was indeed you who asked the lady boss to bring the beauty out first!" 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei stepped forward and said, " "But I paid for the beauty first, and the lady boss 

said it was no problem! First come, first served, that was the rule of doing business! This is what you 

said, don't tell me you're slapping your own face?" 

After that, Chen Xiaobei stuffed the three top grade spiritual stones into her hands. 

 this ...  upon seeing this, quos and the group of young masters were instantly rendered speechless. 

The money had already been paid, so it was obvious who came first and who came later! 

They themselves said that this was the rule. If they didn't follow the rule, wouldn't that be slapping their 

own faces? 

"What a sharp-tongued brat! This young master will remember you! Be careful when you go out in the 

future! Brothers! Let's go!" 

Quos himself was the young master of the sea god merchant Association. Breaking the rules of doing 

business was not good for the reputation of the merchant Association. He could only leave a harsh 

sentence and leave the scene with his men! 

"Xiaobei! Well done!" The unhappiness in Tian Peng's heart was swept away and he became excited. 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and looked at his mother, " "Let's go! Take us to the top beauty you're talking 

about!" 



"No problem! Sirs, please come in!" 

"Men, come! Prepare the best private room! The best refreshments! Hurry up! Don't let this old man 

wait too long!" Mama-san was a typical person who only cared about money and not people. After 

taking Chen Xiaobei's spiritual stones, she immediately treated Chen like a master. 

Soon, Chen Xiaobei and Tian Peng were brought into a luxurious private room. 

"My two grandpas! Miss ru Yu is here!" 

His mother sang Hua shouted angrily, and the door to the private room was slowly pushed open. 

Suddenly, a fragrant scent wafted in the air, attracting Chen Xiaobei and Tian Peng's attention. 

She was indeed a rare beauty, with fair skin and a graceful figure. 

However, in Chen Xiaobei's eyes, she could only be considered as a top grade, far from the real top 

grade. 

Of course, this was not strange! Granny Wang was selling melons and boasting. It was rare for her 

mother to have such a beauty in her hands. Even if she wasn't the best, she would definitely boast about 

her! 

"Hurry! Quickly come in and sit!" 

Tian Peng's vision was not as high as Chen Xiaobei's, so he was naturally very excited. He looked at the 

girl and drooled. 

Chen Xiaobei did not say anything, he just stared at the lady. 

Chen Xiaobei's target was not her looks but her hidden identity. 

[ Deng Jie Yu, daughter of Deng Jiu Gong, wife of tu Xing Sun! ] He was good at using the five-colored 

flying stones and had injured Nezha, Huang Tianhua, long xuhu, and many other people with profound 

cultivation. He was known as the number one hidden weapon Master in the war of deification! 

[ cause of death of ding Qianqian: tu xingsun was killed. Deng Jie Yu avenged her husband and 

confronted Gao Lanying head-on. Gao Lanying stabbed her in the eyes with the divine sun needle and 

killed her with a single Saber Strike! ] 

"F * ck!" 

Chen Xiaobei's mind was in a mess after reading the Three Realms illustrations. 

This brothel woman with the alias ru Yu was actually earth traveler sun's wife, Deng Jie Yu? 

One must know that in the last immeasurable catastrophe, tu xingsun and Deng Jie Yu were killed by 

Zhang kui and Gao Lanying respectively! 

After their deaths, earth traveler sun and Deng Jie Yu were both listed on Investiture of the Gods and 

were respectively conferred official positions, serving under the heavenly court! 



From his last conversation with Hades, Chen Xiaobei knew that the word 'seal' in Investiture of the Gods 

was a double-edged sword! 

It had the meaning of 'canonizing one as a God'! It also had the meaning of 'sealing the primordial spirit'! 

In other words, although the people on the list were conferred as gods, their Natal primordial spirits 

would be sealed by Investiture of the Gods and become the puppets of the heavenly court, loyal to the 

heavenly court unconditionally! 

Most importantly, only the dead of the last immeasurable catastrophe could enter Investiture of the 

Gods! 

In the last immeasurable cultivation tribulation, sect leader Tongtian's tribe of severity was defeated. 

Among the 365 gods on Investiture of the Gods, 317 of them were disciples of the tribe of severity! 

These three hundred and seventeen people were all famous ancient Immortals with great magical 

abilities and unrivaled power! 

However, after they were listed on Investiture of the Gods, they could only accept the garbage official 

positions conferred by the heavenly court and become the loyal dogs of the heavenly court, working for 

it! 

For these ancient Immortals of the Jie sect, this was a great humiliation! 

Moreover, the heavenly court was a force under the clan of enlightenment. These ancient Immortals of 

the clan of severity couldn't take revenge, but had to work for the enemy. In addition to humiliation, 

they also felt endless grievance! 

For this reason, almost all the ancient Immortals of the tribe of severity on Investiture of the Gods chose 

to be killed in this winter solstice festival! 

He had to give up all his cultivation! Give up on the God throne immortal record! He just wanted to free 

his Natal original spirit from Investiture of the Gods! 

Through the reincarnation of Yin ghosts, these ancient Immortals were reborn. 

Although there were restrictions from the soul contract, the immeasurable catastrophe this time was 

full of variables. It was a good opportunity for them to regain their freedom! 

Chen Xiaobei could understand the reincarnation of the tribe of severity's ancient divine soldier. 

However, as the wife of earth traveler sun, Deng yuchan had been Living a Good Life with the clan of 

enlightenment, so why did she have to be reincarnated? 
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Usually, only the humiliated ancient Immortals of the Jie sect would choose to give up everything to be 

reincarnated. 
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Tu xingsun was originally a member of the clan of enlightenment. Now that the clan of enlightenment 

was in charge of heaven, Deng Jie Yu had followed tu xingsun to eat and drink well. Was she just 

reincarnated from the Army? 

Chen Xiaobei could not understand. 

However, Tian Peng, the old driver, started to hit on her.  "Young lady, where are you from? She's so 

beautiful!" 

Deng Jie Yu smiled and said: "I'm from a very distant planet. Even if I told you, you might not have heard 

of me!" 

Chen Xiaobei was certain that Deng Kunyu was lying. 

The earth level deities reincarnated from Yin ghosts would all appear in the earth level deity world. 

Deng Jie Yu had left the earth-god Realm, which meant that she had already contacted the owner of the 

soul contract. 

It was her contract master who had sent her to the Imperial planet. 

As for her motive, Chen Xiaobei could not guess. 

Tian Peng lecherously stared at Deng Jie Yu and asked, " "Young lady is so beautiful, why don't you find a 

large family in your hometown to marry? Don't you think it's hard to make a living on this westernmost 

planet?" 

"I can't bear to look back on the past, so don't ask anymore, Sir!" 

Deng Jie Yu was unable to answer. She raised her glass and changed the topic:  ruyu offers a toast to the 

two of you. I'll definitely serve you well tonight!  

"Good, good, good! Come! Let's drink!" Tian Peng was overjoyed. He picked up the cup and drank it all. 

Deng junyu turned to Chen Xiaobei and asked, " "Young master, why aren't you raising your cup? Don't 

tell me you look down on ru Yu?" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "I don't want to drink, you can just drink with my second senior! You 

just need to serve him well, don't worry about me!" 

 ruyu understands. Young master, you will only accompany her and not make fun of her!  

Deng Jie Yu smiled and said, " "However, since you've come to our happy red yard, you can't not drink! 

Young master, please give me some face. After this first cup, I promise that I won't force young master 

to drink anymore!" 

"I'm sorry! I really can't drink today!" Chen Xiaobei's expression did not change. He did not soften just 

because the other party was scared. 

"Young master! Just treat it as ruyu begging you, okay? Just have a drink!" 



Deng Jie Yu bowed to Chen and said, "  if you don't touch a single drop of wine and word gets out, 

others will laugh at ruyu for not having enough charm. You can't even persuade me to drink a glass of 

wine. Ruyu will be too embarrassed to receive guests in the future!  

"I'm not drinking!" Chen Xiaobei rejected the offer without any hesitation. 

Deng Jie Yu's eyes were filled with anxiety. She quickly turned to Tian Peng and said,"This Lord! Please 

help ruyu! I advise your Junior Brother to drink this cup of wine!" 

Tian Peng's eyes almost popped out and he urged, " "Xiaobei! Don't be so insensitive! Quickly drink this 

cup, so that miss ruyu can focus on accompanying me ... Uh ..." 

Before he could finish his words, Tian Peng suddenly groaned and fell to the ground. He twitched twice 

and passed out. 

"Miss ruyu! Is this the reason why you want to persuade me to drink a cup?" 

Chen Xiaobei shouted, " "Speak! What's your purpose?" 

"Hmph! I'm not afraid to tell you the truth!" 

Deng Jie Yu said fearlessly,"this poisonous wine was originally prepared for the sixth young master of 

the sea god Chamber of Commerce, quios!" You two idiots ruined my plan. I want you to pay with your 

lives!" 

"You prepared poisoned wine for quios? Do you have a grudge against him?" Chen Xiaobei's mind raced. 

 heh, I've just arrived here. How could I make enemies? " 

"You're going to die today anyway, so I'm not afraid to tell you!" Deng Jie Yu laughed. I'm going to put 

quios under control, and control the entire sea God's Chamber of Commerce through him!" 

 control the sea god merchant Association?!  Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

After a long time, Deng Jie Yu had already found out quios 'identity and schedule, and was waiting for 

him to come to her door! 

However, Chen Xiaobei and Tian Peng had stepped in and blocked the attack for quios! 

From the looks of it, the earth level deities who were reincarnated from Yin ghosts would not be able to 

get direct help from their contract Masters. If they wanted to live well in the human world, they had to 

rely on their own abilities, earn money, cultivate, and increase their Foundation and strength! 

"Little brat! I've already said what I should and shouldn't have said! You can go to hell with your senior 

brother in peace!" 

Deng Jie Yu's face turned cold, and a ball of true Yuan suddenly condensed in her hand. 

After the yin ghost reincarnated, it had the cultivation of a one-star earth-god, which was definitely a 

first-class master below the earth-god Realm! 

Because of this, Deng Jie Yu had absolute confidence that she could defeat Chen Xiaobei, and so she told 

him everything about her plan without fear! 



However, Deng junyu did not have x-ray vision and could not tell Chen Xiaobei's true identity! 

Even if Deng junyu had ten thousand brains, she would never have thought that the poisonous wine was 

as good as clean water to Chen Xiaobei! 

"Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh!" 

Chen Xiaobei released three streams of true Qi and pierced them into Tian Peng's three acupuncture 

points. 

"Hiss ... Hiss ... Hiss ..." 

The next moment, three wisps of purple poisonous gas, like smoke, flowed out of Chen Xiaobei's canopy 

through his true Qi. 

 ah ...  Tian Peng stretched and climbed up from the ground. He was completely fine. 

 how ... How is this possible?!  

Deng Jie Yu's face was instantly filled with shock."I've prepared a deadly poison! Even the most famous 

Chinese medicine doctors couldn't detoxify it! How did you get rid of the poison in an instant ..." 

"You don't need to know how I detoxify the poison!" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "If you don't want to suffer, then obediently wait to be captured!" 

"Surrender? You want to capture me?" 

Deng Jie Yu suddenly became nervous and said: "Young master! This was all a misunderstanding! I'm 

willing to pay you back a hundred times the spirit stones you spent!" 

Obviously, Deng Jie Yu was already a one-star earth immortal and had the primordial spirit domain. 

Through the primordial spirit realm, Deng junyu could see Chen Xiaobei's cultivation but not Tian Peng's. 

This meant that Tian Peng was definitely stronger than Deng Kunyu. 

Because of this, Deng Jie Yu did not dare to fight and could only give in and resolve the conflict through 

other means. 

"Only a hundred times?" 

 you ...  Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, " you wanted to kill us just now! In your eyes, the 

lives of my senior brother and I are only worth 300 upper spiritual stones?" 

"This ..." 

Deng Jie Yu swallowed her saliva and said: "How much does young master want? Please state your 

price! As long as young master doesn't make things difficult for me, I can accept any price!" 

"I'll name my own price?" 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, " "I want half of the sea god merchant Association!" 



Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2316: Emotional Damage 

"You're too greedy! aren't you!" 

Deng junyu furrowed her brows and looked a little angry. She did not expect Chen Xiaobei to ask for 

such an exorbitant price. 

"You can choose not to agree!" 

 I'll get my second senior brother to catch you. Then, I'll get quios to come here and let him deal with 

you!  Chen Xiaobei shrugged and smiled. 

"Don't! Don't be like this!" 

Deng Jie Yu took a deep breath and was extremely nervous.  the sea god Merchant House is extremely 

powerful and has many experts. If you ask quos to come, he will kill me!  

"Are you afraid?" Chen Xiaobei smiled.  if you agree to my request, no one will know about your plot. 

You can continue to plot against quios. But, you have to give me half of the benefits after you succeed!  

Deng yuchan looked conflicted, but she had no other choice. She could only nod and say, " "Good! I 

agree to your request!" 

"Give me your phone number!" Chen Xiaobei laughed. We'll be watching you at all times!" 

 alright ...  Deng Jie Yu had no choice but to do as Chen Xiaobei said. 

After exchanging numbers, Chen Xiaobei left happy red brothel with Tian Peng. 

Although Tian Peng was lecherous, he wasn't stupid. He had already drunk a cup of poisoned wine and 

naturally lost the mood to seek pleasure. 

They found a quiet and elegant teahouse and sat down to have some tea while planning. 

"Xiaobei, is that the girl you're looking for?" Tian Peng asked. 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, " "It's her! The wife of earth traveler sun, Deng Jie Yu!" 

 Deng Jie Yu!?  

Tian Peng was stunned and said,"is this woman crazy?" As her immortal official in the heavenly court, 

she has a deity position and Immortal Records, and her life is so good. Why did she come to the human 

world?" 

"I can't figure out your question either!"  that's why I didn't catch her just now. I wanted to use the long 

line to catch the big fish. I wanted to find out who her master is. Only then would I know her real 

purpose in coming to the human world!  

Hearing this, Tian Peng said without hesitation,"Deng junyu's contract owner must be tu xingsun!" 

"Wrong! It's definitely not earth traveler sun!" Chen Xiaobei immediately rejected the idea. 

"Why is that?" 
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"Earth traveler sun didn't choose Deng Jie Yu. Does he want his wife to be controlled by someone else?" 

Tian Peng was dumbfounded. 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, " Deng Jie Yu's first stop after reincarnation is the earth-god 

Realm! She only came to the Imperial planet after she got in touch with her contract master!" 

"That is to say, Deng Jie Yu came to the Imperial power under the instructions of the contract owner! 

Besides, the plan to control quios is most likely the arrangement of the master of the contract!" 

"Here comes the main point! If the owner of Deng Jie Yu's contract was tu xingsun, how could he let 

Deng Jie Yu come to a brothel to sell her body? What's so hard about earth traveler sun that he's using 

this method to make himself a cuckold?" 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei's analysis was correct. A normal man would never allow his wife to receive 

guests in a brothel! 

The only explanation was that Deng Jie Yu's contract master was not earth traveler sun! 

Tian Peng wasn't stupid and naturally understood."Xiaobei! You're right! But the problem is that earth 

traveler sun didn't choose Deng Jie Yu in the winter solstice festival, which in itself is a huge suspicion!" 

Chen Xiaobei thought for a moment and said,'that's easy to understand! Maybe it was tu xingsun's 

opponent, and the winter solstice festival was arranged before tu xingsun, so they deliberately chose 

Deng junyu to embarrass tu xingsun!" 

Tian Peng's eyes lit up, " "The enemy of my enemy is my friend! If it's really as you said, earth traveler 

sun's enemy chose Deng Jie Yu! Then we can reveal our identity and directly form an alliance with Deng 

Jie Yu!" 

"No!" 

"First of all, why would Deng junyu reincarnate?" Chen Xiaobei shook his head. Second, who was the 

master of the contract behind Deng junyu? I can't reveal my identity before I figure out these two 

questions!" 

"Why is that?" 

Tian Peng was confused,"the master of the contract behind Deng Jie Yu is tu xingsun's opponent!" Once 

you reveal your identity, he will naturally tell you why Deng yuchan was reincarnated! Why are you 

hiding and looking for trouble?" 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  don't forget! Deng Jie Yu's contract master had asked Deng Yu Chan to sell 

her body! To use such underhanded means to scam money, it was clear that this person was not a good 

person! If I reveal my identity to this kind of person, it will only bring me more harm than good!" 

"Now that you've said it, it does make sense!" Tian Peng nodded and said: " then we will continue to 

hide our identity. Secretly monitor Deng Jie Yu. Find an opportunity to find out who her contract master 

is!  

"Damn! Second senior brother, have you finally recharged your IQ?" "What you said is the next step of 

my plan!" Chen Xiaobei said. 



"Don't be so rude! Your IQ is the one that's lacking!" Tian Peng's mouth twitched and his face suddenly 

changed. He said nervously, " "Xiaobei! Look outside the window!" 

"What's wrong?" Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and turned to look at her. 

The teahouse was surrounded by hundreds of Western Warriors with sabers in their hands! 

Quos, who was as fat as a ball, stood in front of the Warriors. He waved his hand and said, " "Brothers! 

Go! Kill the two B * stards in the second-floor room!" 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

As soon as he finished speaking, the Western Warriors clenched their sabers and strode into the 

teahouse. 

At the entrance, the teahouse owner was in tears. He knelt on the ground and wailed, " "Young master 

quios! This teahouse of mine is a small business, it can't stand your torment ..." 

"Get lost!" Not only was quos unreasonable, he even lifted his leg and kicked the teahouse owner, 

sending him flying seven to eight meters away. The teahouse owner fell to the ground and coughed up 

blood. 

"Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang ..." 

At that moment, people kept flying out of the window on the second floor of the teahouse. They were 

the Western Warriors that quos had brought with him! 

Obviously, these small fries were no match for Chen Xiaobei and Tian Peng. They were all killed in one 

move! 

He flew out of the window and fell to the ground, wailing and crying, unable to even get up! 

"My God ... Run ... Run ..." 

The rest of the Warriors who had not started the battle ran out in fear as if they had seen a ghost. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei and Tian Peng strolled down from the second floor and out of the teahouse. 

Chen Xiaobei walked over to the teahouse owner and helped him up.   the things upstairs weren't 

broken by you. As for the medical expenses, I'll help you get them back now!  

 this ...  the teahouse owner was trembling. He knew that Chen Xiaobei meant well, but he did not dare 

to thank him. 

That was because his opponent was quos from the sea god merchant Association! 

Even if the owner of the teahouse had ten thousand guts, he would not dare to ask for quios 'medical 

fees! 

Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all.  "Young master quios, if you don't want to suffer, then quickly hand 

over 18000 upper spiritual stones! Half of it is for the teahouse owner's medical expenses, and the other 

half is for me and second senior brother's mental damage!" 
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Chapter 2317: Pavilion Closest To Water 

"What? Mental damage?" 

Quos was instantly enraged, his fat body trembling with anger, " "It's so spicy! I, quios, have always been 

the one bullying others! No one has ever dared to bully me, quios! Little brat! You're dead!" 

"I'm dead?" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and looked around.  "Do you think you can kill me with these rotten eggs? Aren't 

you too naive?" 

"Hiss ..." 

Chen Xiaobei's gaze made the Western Warriors around him gasp. Their hearts were about to jump out 

of their throats. They did not dare to fight Chen Xiaobei! 

"Hmph! Of course, I won't count on this group of trash!" 

Queos sneered and immediately took out his phone.  "My sea god Merchant House has many masters. 

Any one of them can take your little life!" 

"Bang!" 

Before quos could finish his sentence, his phone was directly blown up by a burst of true essence. 

Tian Peng grinned and said,"you want to call for help?" You'll have to ask me first!" 

 this ...  quios gasped in shock, panicking. 

At first, quios had thought that Chen Xiaobei and Tianpeng were just small fries and had only brought a 

bunch of small fries with him. 

However, Chen Xiaobei and Tian Peng's strength had far surpassed the people that quos had brought 

along, and even quos himself. 

His phone was blown up by Tian Peng, and quos felt like he was in a dead end. 

"It's a misunderstanding! It's all a misunderstanding!" 

Quos could not defeat him, nor could he run away, so he could only admit defeat."I'm willing to pay! 

What do you think of 8000 high-grade spirit stones?" 

"16000!" Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Ah? Didn't you just say 18000?" Quos 'expression froze, and his eyes widened. 

"Thirty-two thousand!" Chen Xiaobei did not explain and increased the price. 

"What? You want 32000 upper spiritual stones? Why don't you just go and Rob someone!" Quios 'face 

turned green. 

"64000!" Chen Xiaobei's expression did not change. 
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Quios was completely exasperated,'you little brat! Don't force me! I'm the young master of the 

Poseidon Group! You're extorting me! Have you thought of the consequences?" 

"One hundred and twenty-eight thousand!" Chen Xiaobei said. 

"It's so spicy! Don't you go too far!" 

Quos bared his teeth and shouted angrily, " "I only have 8000 upper spiritual stones! If you want it, take 

it! This is my bottom line!" 

"Hand it over!" Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said. 

"Hmph! At least you're tactful! Otherwise, I won't even give you eight thousand!" Quos took out 8000 

high-grade spiritual stones from his storage bracelet and gave them to Chen Xiaobei. 

In quios 'eyes, Chen Xiaobei was afraid of the sea god's Chamber of Commerce, which was why he 

accepted the 8000 high-grade spiritual stones. 

Quos had already made up his mind. He would first use his money to get rid of this disaster, then bring 

some experts with him and make Chen Xiaobei pay the price with interest! 

"Pa!!!" 

However, as soon as quios finished spinning the spiritual stones, Chen Xiaobei gave him a tight slap 

across his face! 

"Argh ..." 

Quos was slapped to the ground, and a bright red palm print immediately appeared on his chubby face. 

It was so painful that he grimaced in pain, and tears were flowing down his face. 

"It's so spicy! I've already given you the spirit stones! Why are you still hitting me!" 

Quos was so furious that his eyes looked like they were about to spit fire. 

"I've said it! I want you to return me 128000 upper spiritual stones!" 

"You still owe me 120000!" This slap will be the interest! The next time we meet, if you don't return my 

spirit stones, I'll collect interest!" 

"You ... You still want to extort me!" Quos's face turned black. He thought that he could use the prestige 

of the sea god merchant Association to first destroy the disaster and then settle the score later! 

He did not expect Chen Xiaobei to look down on sea god merchant Association! 

Quos had first lost his fortune, then he had been slapped in the face, and now he was in debt! He simply 

couldn't be depressed! 

Of course, this was all quios 'own doing! Quios had brought his men to attack Chen Xiaobei and Tian 

Peng just because of a small conflict in happy red yard! It was clear that quios was a great villain! 

Chen Xiaobei was already being very kind by not killing this kind of evil person! 

"Just you wait ..." 



Ques's cultivation was low, and he knew that he could not win. He stood up and ran. After running for a 

long distance, he turned around and threatened, " "I'm the young master of the sea god merchant 

Association! Little bastard! You can just wait for your death ..." 

Hearing this, Tian Peng disdainfully said, " "What the hell is this? If it wasn't for Xiaobei's plan, you would 

be a dead man by now!" 

Chen Xiaobei walked over to the teahouse owner and gave him half of the spiritual stones he had just 

received. 

The teahouse owner was an honest man, and he said in a trembling voice, " "Young master! You've 

given me too many spirit stones! There's nothing broken in my shop! I don't need that much!" 

"These spirit stones are for you to move your house!"  I'm not sure!  Chen Xiaobei said, " that scumbag, 

quios, will come back sooner or later. If you stay here, you'll be skinned alive even if you don't die! With 

these spirit stones, you should be able to find a new place to do business!" 

"Many thanks, young master! Many thanks, young master!" The owner of the teahouse finally realized 

what was going on. He did not dare to stay any longer. After thanking Chen Xiaobei profusely, he 

immediately went home to pack his luggage and leave. 

"Xiaobei! What do we do next? Do you want to prepare for battle?" Tian Peng's eyes focused and he 

was filled with battle intent. 

It was obvious that quios would come for revenge after being slapped by Chen Xiaobei. 

Furthermore, quos would definitely bring along a large number of experts for the next revenge. A huge 

battle was inevitable! 

"No! We won't fight for now!" 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  I'll give you a new human tier mask later. You stay here and keep an eye 

on Deng Jie Yu. If you find anything, contact me immediately!  

"What about you?" Tian Peng asked. 

"I'm going to find a large spiritual vein to test the blood bodhi seed that master gave me!" Chen Xiaobei 

said. 

"A large spirit vein? Where are you going to find it?" Tian Peng frowned. 

 there's movement from Qin Wuxin's side!  

"I just received some important news from the intimate Gu!" Chen Xiaobei smiled. Shen Gongbao was 

up to something again, and he needed Qin Wuxin's cooperation! This time, Qin Wuxin's condition was a 

large-scale spirit vein! Shen Gongbao used his connections to help Qin Wuxin find an ownerless large-

scale spiritual vein!" 

Are you saying that you want to track Qin Wuxin down and seize the spirit vein? " Tian Peng's face was 

filled with shock. 

"Yes, I am!" 



 that's right!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  what a coincidence!  The spirit vein was on a small planet in the no 

man's land in the West! I've already memorized their names! We can set off immediately!" 

Tian Peng's eyes lit up, " "That's great! It'll take some time for Qin Wuxin to get here. You can take 

advantage of the favorable position and seize the spirit vein before Qin Wuxin does!" 

"Yup!" 

 I can't wait to see Qin Wuxin's face when he finds out that there's no spiritual vein!  Chen Xiaobei said 

with a smile. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2318: Monster Attack 

Time was of the essence. Chen Xiaobei did not waste a second and left the Imperial planet. 

There was no portal in the no man's land. To get to his destination, Chen Xiaobei had to travel by 

himself. 

"This is bad!" 

However, just as he was about to fly into the air, Chen Xiaobei ran into a problem."I was too impatient. I 

forgot that interstellar travel requires a spacecraft! Otherwise, I wouldn't be able to survive in the 

vacuum of the universe!" 

Chen Xiaobei quickly took out one of the Azure Dragon-class flying devices that he already had. 

After entering the aircraft, Chen Xiaobei set a flight path and turned on the unmanned mode. 

There would be no traffic jams in space, and there would be no car accidents. Unmanned driving was 

absolutely safe and fast. 

When he was free, Chen Xiaobei suddenly realized that he had nothing to do. 

"In the past, I could still cultivate, but now I have reached the peak of the God refinement realm! Unless 

you break through a major realm, there's no effect even if you cultivate!" 

Chen Xiaobei thought about it and decided to let the few people out of the Sumeru space. It would be 

easier to kill time with more people. 

"Childe Chen, where are the people from canopy great country?" Gao Xiaolan asked impatiently as soon 

as she came out. 

"He's staying on the Imperial planet to help me keep an eye on an enemy!"  you won't be able to see 

him for the next few days. If you miss him, just give him a call!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Tsk! I'm not going to miss him!" Gao Xiaolan said stubbornly. 

"Xiaobei, where are we going?" Luo puti asked. 

"Go find a large spirit vein! Let's see if we can plant a blood Bodhi tree to raise our spirits!" Chen Xiaobei 

did not hide anything from them. 
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"Do you know where to find it?" Six-eared macaque asked. 

"I know!"  of course!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  I wouldn't be in such a hurry to leave if I didn't have any 

concrete information!  

 alright!  Xiangyu nodded.  if you have anything to do, go ahead. I'll keep an eye on this place!  

 no need ...  Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, "  I'm fine at the moment. I can't improve my cultivation, 

and I don't have any trump cards that need to be improved ...  

"Then have a good rest!" 

"You're so tired!" Luo puti said, her heart aching. Not a minute of rest! This time, I'll take advantage of 

this time to completely relax!" 

Hearing this, Chen Xiaobei's heart warmed. He said happily, " "It's still my wife who knows how to dote 

on people! However, I still can't relax too much. After all, this is the no man's land in the West!" 

"The reason why there's no one here is because this place is full of danger. Even the most powerful 

Explorer doesn't dare to take it lightly! Besides, it's our first time here, so it's better to be careful!" 

As soon as he said that, everyone was stunned and became more alert. 

The earthly calamity star sea was a very special place. No man's land was very large, and its area was 

tens of thousands of times larger than the areas where people lived. 

So far, no one dared to say that they could dominate the no man's land. 

Even if a high-level earth immortal came, he had to be alert at all times to guard against unknown 

dangers that might appear at any time! 

Sure enough, the first part of the journey was relatively peaceful without any accidents. However, as 

they went deeper and deeper into the no man's land, all kinds of dangers began to appear one after 

another! 

A meteorite! Heavenly Fire! A thunderstorm! Extreme heat! Extreme cold ... All sorts of natural dangers 

could be seen here! 

Chen Xiaobei had no choice but to cancel the auto-pilot and take control of the aircraft. 

Fortunately, this was a Green Dragon-class flying device. Its exterior armor was tough, and it was fast. 

Under Chen Xiaobei's skillful control, the journey was smooth. 

However! The biggest danger was not the strange natural phenomenon, but the mutated demon beasts 

that could survive in space! 

"Xiaobei! Quickly Dodge to the left! That animal is charging at us again!" 

Xiangyu and six-eared macaque stood on either side of Chen Xiaobei, warning him loudly. 

Luo puti and Gao Xiaolan were hiding in the back. They were nervous and their palms were covered in 

cold sweat. 



"Hiss!" 

An ear-piercing monster's roar came from outside the aircraft. Even though they were protected by the 

heavy armor, they still felt a sharp pain in their eardrums and even felt dizzy! It was clear how terrifying 

that roar was! 

"Boom boom boom ..." 

What was even more terrifying was that the aircraft had already dodged the monster's attack. Just the 

strong wind generated by the monster's attack was enough to make the aircraft shake violently. It felt 

like it was going to fall apart! 

Imagine, if it did not Dodge, the entire aircraft would have been smashed into pieces by the monster! 

"F * ck! What the hell was that? His speed had actually reached the level of a four-star earth-god! If this 

continues, we won't be able to hold on for long!" 

Although Chen Xiaobei had dodged the monster's attacks a few times, he still managed to Dodge the 

monster's attacks. However, every time he dodged, he had to rely on his prediction! 

To put it bluntly, this was another bet! 

As long as there was a slight error in the prediction, the monsters outside would destroy the aircraft at 

an absolutely crushing speed and eat everyone in the aircraft as snacks! 

"Xiaobei! Take out the returning bracelet! We will retreat immediately!" 

 we're in outer space!  six-eared macaque frowned.  if the spacecraft explodes, we'll all be dead!  I can't 

hesitate!" 

"We can not retreat! This is too embarrassing!" Xiangyu volunteered,"Xiaobei, don't you have the bridge 

of Magpies?" Take it out, I'm going to fight that monster!" 

"Brother Yu, calm down!" 

"The Magpie bridge's spiritual image is not fast enough! It can't connect to the monster!" Otherwise, I 

would have killed my way out!" 

"What do we do now?" "If this continues, our lives will be in danger!" Luo puti said worriedly. 

"I think we should retreat!" Gao Xiaolan was already scared out of her wits. She said nervously, " 

"Where there's life, there's hope! Let's retreat first and make preparations before coming back. There's 

no need to risk our lives!" 

"We can't retreat!" 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  Qin Wuxin is already on his way here. If I retreat now, I'll lose my 

best chance!  

"You're willing to bet all of our lives for this opportunity?  is this worth it ...  Gao Xiaolan's face was filled 

with despair. She felt that she was dead for sure. 



"No! It's enough to bet on my life!" Chen Xiaobei took out the Meru space and said, " "All of you go in, 

I'll take care of this!" 

"How can we do that? We will never abandon you!" Xiang Yu firmly opposed. 

"Xiaolan, you go into the Meru space first!" Luo puti narrowed her eyes and said, " "I'll stay here and 

accompany Xiaobei!" 

"It's not just Xiaolan! All of you, go in!" "I don't have time to explain!" Chen Xiaobei said. Believe me! 

Hurry up and go in!" 

In an instant, everyone could feel an unquestionable overbearing aura from Chen Xiaobei! 

Although they were all worried about Chen Xiaobei, they all trusted him from the bottom of their 

hearts! 

"Good! We'll listen to Xiaobei! He must have a way!" 

Because of their trust in each other, they didn't waste any more time and immediately entered the 

Meru space. 

Chen Xiaobei was the only one left to deal with the terrifying monster! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2319: Head-On Assault 

"Hiss!" 

With a deafening roar, the giant monster appeared in front of the aircraft at an extremely fast speed! 

In the weightless space, the giant monster twisted its body like a prehistoric crocodile swimming in a 

dark swamp! 

Its four legs and tail emitted a dark blue spiritual light, which accelerated it like a rocket's propeller! At 

the same time, it brought with it a powerful 'Gale'! 

If it opened its mouth wide, it could swallow the entire Azure Dragon flying device! 

Sharp fangs, bloodthirsty eyes, and an extremely ferocious appearance. An ordinary person would be 

frightened and frightened with just one look! 

The main point was that terrifying roar! 

In a vacuum, sound could not be transmitted. However, the roar of this giant monster was a special 

existence similar to infrasonic waves! 

When it roared, it could be clearly seen that circles of deep blue Sound waves burst out violently from 

its mouth! 

It was like a sound wave weapon! Not only was it extremely penetrative, but if it were to be hit directly, 

even the entire Azure Dragon-level flying device would be shattered! 
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If a human body was hit by this sound wave, any body below the earth level deity realm would explode 

and die with a roar! 

"Swish!" 

Chen Xiaobei had predicted this and dodged the attack. 

Although they managed to avoid the direct attack of the sound wave, the aircraft was still shaking 

violently! 

The point was that Chen Xiaobei had to make a few seconds of prediction before he dodged! If his 

judgment was accurate, he could barely avoid it, but if he made a slight mistake, the result would be 

death! 

Obviously, the current situation couldn't last long. The longer it dragged on, the more dangerous it 

would be! 

Chen Xiaobei had to force his way out of this situation to have a chance of survival! 

"Let's go all out!" 

Chen Xiaobei focused his mind and stopped dodging. Instead, he flew at his maximum speed and 

charged straight at the terrifying monster! 

"What?" 

The giant monster was stunned. It didn't expect that the fly it had been chasing for so long would have 

the guts to charge at it! 

"Whoosh! Whoosh!  whoosh ...  while the monster was still in shock, Chen Xiaobei activated all the 

weapons on the aircraft! 

In an instant, laser beams flashed wildly. All the laser weapons on the Azure Dragon-class aircraft were 

fired without reservation! 

"BOOM! BOOM! Boom ..." 

Hundreds of powerful laser beams hit the giant monster like a storm! 

Its huge body was like a live target, being hit by all the lasers! 

However! 

The tough bone armor on its body had the defense power of a four-star earth-god, so the Azure Dragon-

grade laser weapons would not even leave a mark on it, let alone cause any actual damage! 

"Hmph!" 

The giant monster snorted coldly. Its huge eyes were filled with disdain, as if it was mocking this weak 

attack! 

"Woof!" 



But! Chen Xiaobei, who had run out of ammunition and supplies, did not slow down at all. He was 

already in front of the giant monster! 

It was obvious that the wave of weapon attacks just now was just to buy some time! 

Chen Xiaobei's real goal was to get close! 

"Woof!" 

However, the giant monster was not to be trifled with. It swept its front claws at an extremely fast 

speed, completely exceeding the speed of the Azure Dragon-grade flying device, and forcibly 

intercepted the attack! 

After living in space for countless years, human aircraft were like toys to the giant monster. It was very 

familiar with them! 

It was no stranger to this kind of close-combat tactics! 

"Boom boom boom ..." 

Just this one claw! The giant monster accurately blocked the aircraft, and the huge force directly 

smashed the aircraft into pieces! 

The fuel tank of the Azure Dragon-class aircraft suddenly exploded, and the huge force directly 

shattered the hard armor of the spaceship. The flames were even more monstrous, and even the giant 

monster was knocked back a distance. 

"Hmph Hmph!" 

The giant monster snorted in disdain. It was not injured at all. As if it had had enough fun, it turned 

around, twisted its huge body, and swam far away! 

……………… 

Within the Meru space. 

"We're finished! Young master Chen is definitely done for this time ..." 

Gao Xiaolan was so anxious that she was spinning around. Her little face was full of anxiety, fear, and 

even despair."If Childe Chen dies, does that mean we will never be able to leave this space? What's the 

difference between that and death!" 

"Xiaolan, don't be afraid!" 

Luo puti said seriously, " "You have to believe in Xiao bei! If he said there was a way, then there must be 

a way! He has never let us down!" 

"I know that young master Chen is powerful! But that monster is even more powerful!" 

Gao Xiaolan bit her lip and said anxiously, " "If we were on land, I would definitely believe that young 

master Chen could handle it. But we are in space! Once the aircraft is damaged, young master Chen will 

have no place to stand and will definitely die!" 



"Indeed!" 

Xiangyu nodded and said,"the biggest problem now is the external environment!" If they were on land, 

Xiao bei would be able to kill that beast with a single swing of his sword! But in space, the Magpie bridge 

spirit image can't connect to the monster, which is a huge headache!" 

 it's a pity that Tian Peng hasn't formed his dharma body yet, " Gao Xiaolan sighed.  otherwise, he would 

be able to fight even in the sky, let alone in space!  

 even if Tian Peng had formed his avatar, he is not here ...  six-eared macaque frowned.  Xiaobei can only 

rely on himself to get through this stage today. No one can help him even if he dies!  

Luo puti, Xiangyu, and Gao Xiaolan were all worried. 

If anything happened to Chen Xiaobei, all of them would be in great pain! Luo puti would be depressed 

for the rest of her life! 

"What's wrong? All of you are frowning?" 

Suddenly, a frivolous voice rang in everyone's ears. They looked toward the source of the voice and saw 

that Chen Xiaobei had entered the Meru space! 

"Xiaobei! You're here! That's great! I knew you'd be fine!" Luo puti was so excited that she did not care 

about the people around her and ran over to Chen Xiaobei to hug him. 

"That's great!" Xiangyu and six-eared macaque heaved a sigh of relief as well. They could finally put 

down their worries. 

"Young master Chen ..." 

Only Gao Xiaolan was still nervous.  you're in. That aircraft ...  she said. 

"The flying device exploded." Chen Xiaobei shrugged. 

 this ...  Gao Xiaolan's face was filled with despair."If that's the case, won't we be trapped in this Meru 

space forever?" 

"Don't worry!" 

 of course not!  Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, " I purposely hit this monster with the aircraft!  Now, the 

Meru space has been hidden in the cracks of this monster's bone armor. Give me some time and I'll 

make this monster my loyal dog!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2320: Fusion Treasure 

"What do you plan to do?" 

Everyone was excited to hear that Chen Xiaobei had an idea. 

 it's simple. As long as I can keep up with the giant monster, my plan will be realized!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

 how ... How is this possible?!  
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Gao Xiaolan's face was filled with disbelief.   that monster's speed has reached the level of a four-star 

earth-god, and we're in space. Even if you have a four-star earth-god flying sword, you can't fight it in 

space!  

"You don't have to worry about that!" 

 I already have an idea in mind. I just need to ask my Sifu how to do it and it will come true!  Chen 

Xiaobei said. I'll definitely be able to take that large spirit vein before Qin Wuxin does!" 

 really ...?  Gao Xiaolan's face was full of worry. She still couldn't believe it. 

"Don't worry!" 

Xiangyu and six-eared macaque laughed in unison.   we're safe now. As long as Xiaobei's Sifu gives us a 

few pointers, we'll be able to get out of this mess!  

Luo puti said excitedly, " "Xiaobei! Quickly ask your master!" 

"I wanted to ask, but you've been hugging me all this time, and it's not very convenient for me to use my 

hands!" Chen Xiaobei grinned evilly. 

 ah ...  Luo puti let go of Chen Xiaobei and hid away with a red face. 

Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste any time. He took out his cell phone, opened the private chat, and 

contacted the prime of Tongtian. 

However, sect leader Tongtian didn't reply immediately after the message was sent. 

"It seems that shizun has other matters on hand! "I need to ask someone else ..." Chen Xiaobei entered 

the Brotherhood group. 

Chen Xiaobei: Requesting fire support! 

Celestial Hound, God Chen! Did he run into some trouble? 

Chen Xiaobei: I'm currently in the vacuum of the universe and I've encountered a monster that's difficult 

to deal with. I plan to upgrade my somersault cloud and defeat it in space! 

Xiao Tianquan thought,"upgrade Nimbus Cloud?" Do you have the materials? 

Chen Xiaobei: During the winter solstice festival, I managed to grab a wisp of seven-colored auspicious 

cloud during the red envelope snatching session. I can use it to upgrade the somersault cloud! 

Celestial Hound,"if that's the case, why don't you just level up?" You've already upgraded many things, 

so you should be familiar with the way! 

Chen Xiaobei thought,'this upgrade is completely different from before! In addition to increasing the 

level of the somersault cloud, I also hope to integrate a special ability into the somersault cloud! 

Celestial Hound, fusion ability? What discipline do you plan to merge with? 

[ during Chinese Valentine's Day, I got a magical treasure called Magpie bridge's spiritual shadow from 

the cowherd's Red envelope! ] 



Chen Xiaobei: " as long as this magical equipment sets up a bridge between me and the monster, I'll be 

able to launch an attack on the bridge. It'll be like on land. I'll be able to ignore the special environment 

of the universe!  

Xiao Tianquan: " in other words, you plan to merge the Magpie bridge spirit image with the somersault 

cloud, allowing the somersault cloud to obtain the Magpie bridge spirit image's special ability!  

Chen Xiaobei: Because the level of the Magpie bridge spirit image was too low, it couldn't catch the 

monster! And it's not worth it for me to upgrade the Magpie bridge spirit image alone! If he could 

integrate it into the somersault cloud and upgrade it together, he would be able to kill two birds with 

one stone and achieve twice the result with half the effort! 

Celestial Hound,"your idea is not bad!" It was indeed feasible! However, the technique of combining two 

magic treasures was very profound. Even in the heaven realm, not many people knew it! 

Chen Xiaobei,"tell me, who can do it?" I'll think of a way to ask for guidance! As long as I can get the 

method, I will definitely be able to learn it! 

Xiao Tianquan: " let me think about it. There are very few people who are proficient in the 'magic 

treasure fusion technique'. .. Apart from a few heavenly path sages, there are really not many people ...  

Celestial Hound,"I thought of one!" Tu xingsun's master was afraid of his grandson! 

Chen Xiaobei: The disciple of the heavenly Lord Yuanshi? One of the twelve golden Immortals of the clan 

of enlightenment? 

The celestial Hound,"yes!" It was him! His "magic treasure fusion technique" is extremely profound ... 

But given his status, he probably won't teach you no matter what! 

Chen Xiaobei: (Evil smile) 

The celestial Hound asked,"what?" God Chen, do you have a solution? 

Chen Xiaobei: " I do have a way. But whether it works or not, we'll have to try it first!  

The celestial Hound,"amazing!" My brother! Given your hostile relationship with the clan of 

enlightenment, it would be awesome if ju liusun could help you! 

Chen Xiaobei-this is called a lucky chance! In the past, he definitely wouldn't help me, but now, there's a 

huge change! 

Xiao Tianquan,"quickly go!" I wish you success! 

Chen Xiaobei: 

After leaving the Brotherhood group, Chen Xiaobei opened another private chat. However, he was not 

looking for ju liusun. He was looking for tu xingsun! 

[Chen Xiaobei: @ earth traveler sun, martial nephew!] Are you there? I have good news for you! 

[ earth traveler sun: Chen Xiaobei? ] (Disdainful) what good news can you have from me? I advise you 

not to have any crooked thoughts, I won't be fooled by you! 



Chen Xiaobei,'I found your wife! 

Earth traveler sun,"what!?" 

"I found your wife, Deng junyu!" I have the illustrations of the Three Realms as proof. If you don't 

believe me, I can send you a screenshot! 

Earth traveler sun-Chen Xiaobei! What did you do to my wife? (Nervous) I'm warning you! If you dare to 

hurt a single hair on her head, I'll go down to the mortal world and kill you even if I have to break the 

heavenly laws! (Furious) 

It seems like you really care about your wife! 

Earth traveler sun thought,"nonsense!" My relationship with my wife is extremely good! In the previous 

immeasurable catastrophe, my wife was killed by the enemy in order to avenge me! 

Earth traveler sun thought,"besides, she was forced to reincarnate for my sake in this calamity!" I love 

her deeply! He owed her too much! If you dare to hurt her, I'll take revenge with my life! 

Chen Xiaobei, I really couldn't tell that you're such a sentimental person! Don't worry! I didn't hurt Deng 

Jie Yu, I didn't even touch her! 

Earth traveler sun thought,"I don't believe you're so kind!" 

Chen Xiaobei, aren't you a God? Wouldn't he know if he calculated it himself? 

Earth traveler sun,"huh?" Don't you know? 

Chen Xiaobei: 

[ earth traveler sun: Dao ancestor used a secret technique to cover up the fate of reincarnated earth 

Immortals in the list of Yin ghosts! ] Other than the Dao ancestors, no one can calculate these 

reincarnated earth Immortals. Otherwise, the people you chose would have been captured long ago! 

Chen Xiaobei: No wonder you don't know about Deng Jie Yu's situation! It turned out that he couldn't 

calculate it! 

Earth traveler sun, [ cut the crap! ] What happened to my wife? (Roar) 

Chen Xiaobei: " Hmph! I'm here to tell you the news out of goodwill! I'm not here to give you a cold 

shoulder!  If this is your attitude, I will not tell you the details! 

Earth traveler sun thought, this ... Martial uncle Xiaobei! Please tell me about my wife's condition! 

Chen Xiaobei: 

Earth traveler sun,"since martial uncle is satisfied, can you tell me now?" 

Chen Xiaobei-your wife is receiving guests in a brothel! 

Earth traveler sun was at a loss for words. 


